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ԧΝॠҖ˞Ă

ࢬШன۞ڶ௲ชęኘ഼࠱ࠡ۞ĶԧΝॠҖķ
Ŗౘڗ

Ķҁ൪छШ̓ˠणϯܕүĄ൪̚ѣгᄃ˘୧ڻ֕۞̈शć
ιࡍ࿅ᕍ҃ڒ݈ͤޏ̈ٺĄѩޏѣ˘ै̈ܝΞឰˠซˢĄ
҃Ă༊̓ˠаᜪॡĂ൪छ̏ݒᗓΝĈౣд൪̚Ą
൪छՎ˯֤Ξ̈۞ܝޏ̈́ٯशĂаᜪĂ৯Ă֭ҋܝᓀ̚ঐεᖸĄ1ķ

ෛ྅ཉ
ࠎңࢋ͔็؈ĉநϤޝкĂҭЯߏ഼࠱ࠡΝѐ
ࠎغഇ͡ዶ۞ᘹఙҖજĶԧΝॠҖķĄ
дᒖֲѺఱ۞̼̃ӶݡᕢAvedaᘊ྆Ă഼࠱ࠡᕚ˞˘
І྅ۏćߏ˘І྅ѣՠ֘۞הܥෛᏈ၌Ă༊̚۞൪ࢬ
ТՎгᇫߍҖགྷѩăజᛷᇆ፟ٮᛷ۞ྮˠ֗ᇆĄ۞ק
ౘనĂጐგຍဦ̙ځĂݒᄵˠዸ֖ᙯć҃ᘊಶߏࠎ˞
ԛથڤݡಛĂ͔ˠซˢظछঐ۞˘॰ߛĄ҃Ă༊ˠ
֕ซˢ̰ظĂΪࢋֶ࠻ڕፆүĂІ྅ۏٙᛃӣ۞۩ม಼
ܮޘϤѩणฟĂӔனΩ˘൫ഀĄ
྆ѣֻˠֹϡ۞ྖĂΪࢋᇥ఼ĂĶෛ྅ཉķܮ
ฟؕୁજĄ˘͞ࢬĂᏈ၌̚۞ྮˠ֗ᇆĞΒ߁៍ிώˠğົ
ϲӈజᘹఙछ۞टᄻĞְАᐂᄦğٙפůůܑଐߏᓚొღ
ᒿ҃ᝫĂညߏдγࢬᐠࢲᜨĂͷᆜ̚ههѣෟĄѩॡҰ
υื௮ྖĂ۞זέ៉гЩĞҋ܅ቷപăགྷѰ˯ă
έڌඈгҌᗵᆄğĂϡඊֶԔгᏴдனಞ౯ԁăОѣгЩ
۞˯ͯܫځĂޢගᘹఙछůůߏсࠎ៍ிనຐ۞ॠ
ҖĄΩ˘͞ࢬĂᘹఙछᛸΩ˘Ķෛ྅ཉķॠҖĂ࠹ᚶ
дέΔăέ̚ăฯᄃέڌαळݱξ̝ߙፂᕇརཙᇴ͟Ăͽ
ܮତќֽҋέΔ۞៍ிྖćΪࢋତ఼Ğсᄃ៍ிдྖ
̙̚үϹኘğĂ݈೩̈́۞гЩᇫಡրܮҋҖୁજ็ਖ਼έ
ΔćѩॡĂҰ۞टᄻܮϲӈϤέΔᖼೱזсᐌ֗ᛸ۞ෛ
Ꮘ၌྆Ą
ԯĶ఼Җࠎķྚᛖј˘ॠҖĂߏ഼࠱ࠡѨүᗟ۞
ٙд 2Ąҋ̙ਕͽ็۞ᆶ࡚ᇾෛ̝ĂЯࠎιᄃᄦүۏ
І۞͘ᘹᙯĂ҃ͅᙯܼ۞ཱིזፆүăְІ۞Ꮦထඈ࡚ጯ
ड़ᑕĄϒтᲛҹᜋĞA. Cauquelinğٙ۞Ă༊ᘹఙ۞ன
၁ߏγдٺүݡݡኳĂߏޙၹٺĶүݡдྤੈ఼ྮٙ̚፬
۞ᇆညķ˯ćᇆည൘тཱིĂߏ˘ᄬ֏ྻүĄೱή
ྖĂᘹఙன၁ߏᄬ֏۞ޙၹ̈́ٙၹᖐ۞შྮĂ҃ܧĶຏء
ኬ̟۞၁ᙋхдķ3Ą

֗ᇆęĶдķᄃĶ̙дķ
۞ቁĂүࠎ˘ཱིĂгЩΞ۩ಓ៍۰၆гந۞ຐ
ညٕаጸćтᔛኛΙٙϯĂהܥдᏈ၌˯הજĂྐຍ۞ಓ

̚ܥዼ֘۞ഀϺܧ୕Ą҃ĂдAveda۞થݡঐ͵ࠧ
྆Ă˫ѣ̦ᆃਕፉܲЊྐຍߏ࣎ٚᏚĊੵܧԧࣇ̙Νநົ
णᄬဩĂர࿅ᘊ҃֕ˢ̚Ăሽຐҋ̎ওд഼࠱ࠡ۞
Ķෛ྅ཉķ྆Ąҭຐ۞Ķ֕ˢķęٕᄲ࿉ˢę˫൴Ϡ
˞̦ᆃĉ
ྕтధცࠠٙ֏ĂߏĶдķᄃĶ̙дķ۞ኝᗟůůٕ
тෞኢᇾᗟٙĈĶࢨࢲഀ۞ྼᑚķ 4 Ąᖣ៍ிזಞ۞
ĶдķĂ഼࠱ࠡдᏈ၌྆Ш៍ின֗ĂކӘҋ̎۞Ķ̙дķĈ
сΝॠҖ˞ĄᏈ၌྆۞഼࠱ࠡĂࣧ˞פАᏈ၌྆۞៍ிĂ
҃៍ிజᖼೱזсᐌ֗۞Ꮘ၌྆ன֗Ĉֶс࠻ֽĂ៍ி˵Ν
ॠҖ˞ůů഼࠱ࠡܮтѩᄲĈĶ˘࣎ంЩӻ۞៍ிΞਕົ
р؈ϡԧ࣎న౯χ఼ྖ࠻࠻Ă˘όᇥཱིĂಶ̚ᕝ˞
ҋֽ̎ࣧ۞ொજĂซˢԧࠎϯ۞ॠҖķ5Ą
ኡౌۢĂ྆Ϊѣᘹఙछ۞ॠҖ̖ߏֽৌ۞Ąҭѣຍ
ߏ۞ޥĂ࿅Ķෛ྅ཉķĂ഼࠱ࠡྏဦс۞ॠҖ३ᆷј˘
࣎ຐည۞ăᙷҬᙡညͅड۞၆ჍဦϯĈҰֽ࠻ԧΝॠҖĂԧ
˵ֽ࠻ҰΝॠҖćҰдĂ࠻ԧ̝Ķ̙дķĂϒтԧдĂ࠻Ұ̝
Ķ̙дķůů҃ٙᏜĶ̙дķĂౌߏكѩдᏈ၌ពன۞֗ᇆ̝
ĶдķĄ
֗ᇆĂĶԧΝॠҖķ̝ីᅿٙᘭĂϺт֤дฮځ
ጸ̚ҋ઼̚ă΄Ꭷᖒధ˳۞็؈߇ְĈ̓ˠצᔛ៍൪Ă
ϫ༜൪छ࿉ˢ൪̚͵ࠧĂᄃ൪Ъ˘۞֗ᇆ̼͑Ąͽᆐଐ̝
؈͑Ăᄲߏ̓ˠ៍൪ˢਜ਼۞ေဩϺ̙ࠎ࿅ĄࠤҌĂ֤Ҝ࿉ˢ
൪̚۞൪छĂܧಶߏ៍൪̓ˠ۞ҋԧԸडůů̝ͅϺ̙
ΞĂ̓ˠߏ൪छଂү۰ᖼࠎ៍۰۞̼֗Ąְ၁˯Ăፋ࣎߇ְ
ಞഀώ֗Ԝ಼˘ق൪Ăдඕၹ˯тҢࠃֶᇇٙᄲ۞ေဩĄ
ߏ៍۰ᄃ൪छٙд۞ଐဩ۞ϼТĂߏေ۞Ķኬԛਕ˧ķ
Ğfigurabilitéğ۞˘Ķ፧ᒺүϡķĞcondensationğ6ć҃д࠻
ᄃజ࠻̝ТॡĂكѩౌдܑ྿ĶྼķีВТ۞୬ՐĄ

ĶྼķĂ˘Բҿ۞Ξਕश
ᄲזĶྼķĂ็؈·̶វன˞̱ഈଐဩ࡚ጯ۞ўć
ּтĂᆒᆕ೩ĶৠاᓓĂ҅ڻۏϫķ۞Ķৠᄃྼۏķ7 ͛
ᘹநኢĂᔁីྻ۞Ķಲϫ֗៍ķ8 ̝̋ͪຍᙊĂٕࠏ؟൪ኢ۞
Ķ٣ဦޖ၆Ăӱտαਣķ9 ඈඈĄĶۏ/ԧٕĞ͕Ɵۏğķࣰ
01

02

ጯ၁Ξ໖̈́छఄ̄Ă҃Ķྼķϒߏ३͛ந۞፟ڜĂຍ˘
ᄃࣚ۞ݵᅌĂĶ˯ᄃౄۏ۰ྼķ10 ۞ჟৠྋٸĄ
д͇ˠ֮ᗓă͟ټĶৠྼķត۞ݶனّ྆ĂĶྼķี
ᙜॾ۞೩Ăࣆ၁ၓព˞഼࠱ࠡҖજώ֗၆༊̫ົ۞ାཌྷ
בĄΞଂ˘ּ࣎ͅĂͳܷ97ѐ۞Ķໂሄ͵ࠧᏈЍ̝ॠķኘ
Ą
ТᇹߏඕЪಞणĂͳܷдனಞщଵཝֻˠࡗ៍
ЍဥѨĂ൪ࢬពϯ۞ߏౄăᓒજ۞ဦ͛ྤफ़Ąߏ˘ొၔغ
۞ă΄ˠ˘৯ཉ̝۞៍ЍၹĂᑚᆐّ۞೬ᜨॠྼд༊ঐ
ۤົ۞ள̼ć̙࿅͞ёߏᑚᑢ۞Ă֭ᄃ̝ТᏖĂᄦౄ۞͞ك
ĶᑢညķĞsimulacreğůů˵ಶߏᄲĂĶঘ၆෪۞͑ᇆķ11Ą
ົۤߏ͞كะវᇒ୕۞ԸडĂ҃៍ЍϒтࡔᇇಢĞGuy Debordğ
ٙໂ˧Բҿ۞ഭĂߏ˘ีᛳٺĶᇆᆐۤົķĞla société du
spectacleğăдனથݡགྷᑻٙኑᄦ۞Ķંೈᒖॡมķ྆۞ঐ
ಏҜ 12Ą
ͅ៍ĶԧΝॠҖķĂ഼࠱ࠡҖ⻅⻅ĂॠҖ̙៍ЍĄҲ
አ۞ҖְĂᏐ֗ኹᆹ͞كĂᄃ݈۰࠹ྵពߏ˘ีਗ਼ШፆүĂ
ᜨ˘୬Րд֗វགྷ።˯ᄃৌ၁͵ࠧ۞ᑓЪĄԧࣇΞͽᄲĂ
഼࠱ࠡ۞Ķෛ྅ཉķߏгᕇᄃְІ۞ޙၹĂྼᑚఢᄃ߿જ
۩ม۞నؠĄιᔵׁ̙֏ԲҿĂݒຳЪ˞Ҙ̣͞ă̱Œѐม
Ķ઼ᅫဩ࿃۰ķ੫ྤώۤົ۞ඉரĂΞෛࠎࡔᇇಢ۞Ķჟৠ
гநྼᑚķ۞˘ᑕϡĈߏ࿅Ķ̙ᕝ۞ઐਝķ 13Ăຍဦޭ
ೇĶॠҖ۞ன၁ķĂֹϠ߿ѣт˘Ķஉᄏٙѣຍཌྷ۞ॠҖķ
14
Ąྼᑚּ؝ܧĂ͟ώᘹఙछ̋˾ĞOn Kawarağ˘ր
Е۞ҖજߏܮѝഇЩ९ּćּтĂ68ѐĶԧԖķăĶԧ֕
˞ķăٕ70ѐĶԧ̪߿ķඈүĂү۰ᖣϤ͛Іăͯܫځă
ಡඈಫ̬Ăੈि็ਖ਼۞ؠז൪ುणĄ

ΞᏕ֏Ăߏୃְ̰ट۞П፟Ă̼͛۞˘ᇈېćόᇉߏ۞ض
഼࠱̙ࠡՐӄٺᒣăॡ˭߹Җ۞ᆐଐဦညĂ҃િĶޢనᄬ
֏ķдፆү˯۞ΞਕྐຍĄ
͟ټĂͽࢭ۞ᇷજԛёԽᑝன۞ېĶ݈ķ̏ీĂ༊̫
ᘹఙٕధΪਕͽᏖăᔳ֗၌ے۞ޢᑝĂ̙ॡгᛢજனېĄᔵ
јड़ᙱؠĂҭ഼࠱ࠡ۞ĶԧΝॠҖķᑕ༊ᛳٺѩᙷĄᓂֹд
ˠሗ๗ჸ۞ιពͻˠયߺĂҭҋѣᔳ֗ౌົ۞ីЍព
னĈߏ˘࣎ѣĶᗀᅈੈिķ۞௲ชĂĶᗓѩᅈΝķ۞ ˘
࡚ጯݻၗćጐგιߏтѩг࢝ܕથ۞ࠧ͵ݡĶனڶķĄ
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Freed From The Reality – The Trance And Elusion
A Note on Tang’s “I Go Traveling”
Chen Tai-Song

“An old painter showed his friend his recent painting. In the painting there is a yard with a path by the creek; and, the path goes through the bushes towards
a small house. The house has a small door for people to walk in. However, when the friend turned around the painter had already left: All of a sudden the
friend found the painter himself in the painting – he is walking along the path to the house, turning around, smiling, and disappearing behind the gap of the
door…” 1

Audio/Video Installation
Why is this legend brought up? There are many
reasons. The major one is artist Tang HuangChen’s (“Tang”) more than one month’s artistic
experience in last year’s “I Go Traveling”.
Installed inside the Aveda showcase in
AsiaWorld department store is Tang’s assembled
artwork – a TV screen equipped with automobile
wipers, with a camera working to take in all
customers passing by, simultaneously. Unsure
about its intentions though, this interesting setup
has successfully attracted people’s attention. The
purpose of “framing” the image of the
merchandise is then achieved as people have
been drawn to the front of the store to see what it
tries to deliver. More surprisingly, when people
enter the store and play with the gadget
according to instructions, a fantasy into the
space is triggered, with infinite whimsies.
In the gadget there is an operable telephone, and
once connected, an “Audio/Video installation”
will be prompted. At this time, the customers
(including the one who makes the call) whose
images are taken by the camera are soon
replaced by a pre-recorded artist’s face (Tang’s
face), and with her tense facial expression as if
she is trembling and mumbling in the wind, we
sense a camping in the distant wilderness.
Watching the screen, you have to listen to what
it says on the telephone. The telephone
automatically tells you different places in
Taiwan ranging from Hua-lien Port, Chrshang,
Taitung, to Eluanbi Peninsula, requiring you to
circle the names of the places printed on the
prearranged postcards, in sequence, and then
mail to the artist. This is the kind of trip Tang
has designed for her audience. At the same time,
Tang is bringing along another set of
“Audio/Video installation” to travel in Taipei,
Taichung, Kaohsiung and Taitung, respectively,
to receive phone calls from her audience in

Taipei. Once connected, though not conversing
with her audience, the aforementioned automatic
place-reporting Audio/Video system is started
and the audience in Taipei will then receive the
message from the phone concurrently. In return,
the face of the audience will then be transmitted
from Taipei to the portable TV screen carried by
Tang.
Translating a “Communication Behavior” into a
trip is the soul of Tang’s creation 2. Her
inspiration cannot be easily evaluated by the
traditional standards of aesthetics, as it relates
nothing to the crafts of arts; on the contrary, it
relates more to the meaning of “signal” and the
impact of an event’s “planning”. Like what A.
Cauquelin points out, the reality of
contemporary art is external to the nature of the
creation itself; further, it is structured on the
basis of “the image of the creation stirred by the
information channels.” This kind of image
simulates a “signal” and functions like a
language. In another words, the reality of arts is
formed by the language and networks it is
weaving, not simply “a corroborated existence
endowed by the senses ” 3.
Image – “In” and “Out”
Indeed, as a signal the name of the place
transcends the space and brings to mind the
audience’s memory and imagination for that
place. For example, the invitation letter shows
the wipers wiping the screen, lyrically recalling
the driving in the rain. However, in a
merchandise’s world such as Aveda’s, there is no
guarantee for a poetic inspiration to take effect.
Unless we ignore the spirit of this artwork and
simply walk in, unintentionally falling into
Tang’s “Audio/Video installation”, things could
then be otherwise. If this presumption of “walk
in” or “falling into” stands, what would possibly
have happened then?

Like what Hsu Chi-Ling indicates, this artwork
contains either the issues of “in” and “out” or
“A Game of Eternal Scenery 4”, as she tries to
interpret the subject of this artwork. When the
audience is “in” the installation, Tang’s image
shows up on the screen to inform the audience
that she is “out” for a trip. Her image replaces
that of the audience who is supposed to be
projected through the camera; and, in return, the
audience’s image transcends through miles and
appears on the artist’s portable TV screen. To the
artist, the audience goes traveling as well. Tang
says,” a curious audience might want to make a
phone call from the gadget I set up for him/her,
and once it gets connected, his/her mind of
thinking is interrupted and falls into a trip I have
directed for him/her 5.”
Everybody knows that only the artist’s trip is for
real. Interestingly, however, through the
“Audio/Video installation” Tang attempts to
interpret her traveling as a imaginary, yet mirrorlike, reflective symmetry. In the symmetry, you
watch me traveling and I watch you traveling;
and when you are “in”, I am “out”, and vice
versa. However “out” in perception, our images
are all “in” when taken by the camera and shared
on the screen.
Image, the soul of Tang’s “I Go Traveling”,
relates back to the legend that had long obsessed
W. Benjamin when he recalled those fantastic
illusions in China – a friend was invited to
appreciate the painter’s painting, and illusively,
the painter eluded into the painting and became
part of the legend. You can see this legend as a
daydream when the painter’s friend was in a
trance trying to appreciate the essence of the
painting. Even more, the painter who had evaded
into his own painting may be just a reflection of
his friend’s mindset. Likewise, the friend himself
may be the incarnation of the painter. Actually,
the whole story is depicted as a painting, similar
to Floyd’s world of dreams. It is the dream’s
03

04

“condensation 6” in its “embodiment”
(figurabilité). While we are indulging in the real
meaning of this legend, here comes the common
call for “roaming”.
“Roaming”, A Door Opened For Discussion
Speaking of “roaming”, it fully expresses the
admiration for aesthetics that was specifically
encouraged in the Six Dynasties of ancient
Chinese history. For example, Liu Hsieh brought
up the “Spirits contained within, senses roam
with objects” to bolster his artistic theory of
“Spirits roam with objects 7”; Hsieh Ling-Yun
also refers to his awareness of the beauty for the
mountains and water and further incorporate it
into his “ Captured by the eyes, read by the body
8
”; moreover, “Laying the painting and trancing
into the wilderness 9” that was proposed by
Tsong Bing is another example of painting
theory. This philosophy of “Object & Me” or
“Mind & Object” can be traced back to Chuang
Chou’s Taoism, with “roaming” being the soul.
It means a divine dialogue with Taoist spirit,
mentally liberated by “roaming with deities ”. 10
While we are facing a dysfunctional world
without the past “roaming spirits” being
cherished nowadays, the idea of “roaming”
proposed by Tang at this time serves as a
salvation in our society. A comparison with a
counter-example cited by Wang Chun-Chieh’s
“A Trip with Fireflies in the Seventh Heaven” in
1997 is provided here.
With the same idea of displaying the artwork in
a market place, Wang Chun-Chieh had set up a
computer for the visitors to schedule their tours.
On the screen there were fake yet vivid pictures
and literatures. This idea was a complete
fabrication and could simply be laughed away,
though it tried to uncover the traveling industry’s
deviation, in a dramatic way, when having to
cater to the consumption needs of our society.
The way he designed his artwork is like a drama
while sharing the same idea as Tang– creating
“simulacre”, forging “an illusion of your
counterpart 11”. The counterpart referred
hereunder is a reflection of our community’s
desire, and the tour means a “vacation” which
was harshly criticized by Guy Debord as a
consumption unit from “A society of drama” (la
société du spectacle) and the “quasi-circulation
of time” replicated by the modern economy 12.
Back to Tang’s “I Go Traveling”, she went along
without touring around. Her low profile and the

commitment to converse spiritually with her
counterpart is just the opposite of what Wang
Chun-Chieh did, revealing a desire to fuse a real
life experience with the reality. We can explain
that Tang’s “Audio/Video Installation” is a
structure of places and events, combined with
rules of game and preset activities. Her idea is
not to criticize anything, though applying the
strategies used by the “international activists” to
critique the Capitalist society in the Western
world in 1950s and 1960s. It contains the spirit
of Guy Debord’s “a spiritual & geographical
game”, to return to “the reality of traveling”
through “endless deviation 13”, making our lives
“a comprehensive trip 14”. This is not an isolated
event. A series of actions taken by the Japanese
artist On Kawara can be a good example in early
times. For example, the works of “I Wake Up”
and “I Leave” in 1968, and “I Am Still Alive” in
1970 On Kawara transmitted his artworks to
designated galleries through the mediums of
documents, postcards and telegraphs.

delivered, regardless of the possibility of
traveling in a society of patriarchy. Frankly, it
imposes a crisis for narration and forms another
face of culture; but fortunately, Tang still sticks
to her principle of poetic invention without
being trapped in a state of forgery and
mediocrity.
In the past, the “avant-garde” used to be a
violent means to revolutionize an undesired
condition. However, this approach is no longer
effective. At present, arts can only express her
discontent by secretly collaborating behind the
scene, trying to disturb an unpleasant status quo.
Tang’s “I Go Traveling” is one of them, though
the outcome is uncertain. Notwithstanding in a
dim corner amid the crowds, her insights are lit
somewhere in the city. It is a trance carrying a
“celestial message”, an elusion with an aesthetic
call. Though it is so close to the “reality”- a
merchandise world.

A Parable from the Narrator
Undoubtedly, the core concept of the modern
Romanticism has again exerted her power. This
time we have to emphasize her narrator’s role in
the inheritable “verbal traditions 15”.
For W. Benjamin, a real narrator (story teller)
signifies the perpetual value of experience
exchange and interpretation of legacy, with a
purpose to “mix ‘the story told’ with ‘the story
teller’s life’”, and, to make them one. The
aforementioned painter’s legend and spiritual
integration can be a good example 16. In this
regard, Tang, as an inheritor of the narrator,
interpreted her “journey” into an actual trip,
enlivened by an Audio/Video installation. Like
the painter evading into his painting and peeking
behind the door before disappearing, Tang’s
appearing on the screen is a statement to prove
her existence.
Yet, there is a problem. However inspirational,
in terms of Signal Semantics “Aveda” is still the
main character to attract customers. The signal is
only effective when giving in to the Capitalist
economy.
It does not mean that Tang’s “salvation” has
failed; instead, she mythologizes
“communications and interactions” with a
parable to convey to the people her unique
messages. In the parable there is no story told
and only the message of “out for a trip” is

1. W. Benjamin, “Sens unique”, pp.70-71, ed. Maurice
Nadeau, Paris, 1988. French edition by Jean
Lacoste.
2. See Tang’s “Exhibition Proposal”.
3. “l’art contemporain”, ed. P.U.F, p.40, p.60, Paris,
1992.
4. Hsu Chi-Ling, “A Game of Eternal Scenery”,
Liberty Times, Nov. 10, 1999, p. 39.
5. See Tang’s “Exhibition Proposal”.
6. Floyd, “Analysis of Dreams”, pp. 342-366, jointly
translated by Lu Chun, Kao Shen-Chuen and Ho
Hsang-Chun, ed. Mina belle, Taipei, 2000.
7. Liu Hsieh, “A Polished Heart to Carve Dragons” Transcendental Meditation.
8. Cheng Yu, “An Overview on the Theory of
Aesthetics in The Six Dynasties”, p. 160.
9. Tsong Bing, “A Preface on Paintings of Mountains
and Water”.
10. “Chuang Chou” - The World.
11. J. Baudrillard, “Pour unr critique de l’économie
politique du signe”, pp.182-190.
12. Guy Debord, “La Société du Spectacle”, p.118,
Paris, 1992.
13. Lin Chi-Ming, “Contemporary Era”117- Guy
Debord and French Aggressive Thinking, p.13,
Taipei, 1996, Jan.
14. Guy Debord, “La Société du Spectacle”, p.136,
Paris, 1992.
15. W. Benjamin, “Story Teller”, translated by Lin
Chi-Ming, ed. Taiwan Photographic Studio, Taipei,
1998.
16. This is a hint from the narrator. Actually, in the
painter’s legend, W. Benjamin, a fan of Chinese
culture, talked about his childhood experience
when he water painted, “I make color, and the
color makes me;” “I feel like a china vase, walking
into its clouds.”

1995 ਙګˠ έ ݑᙝห̼͛

1994 ّ̃౹ү۞˧ณ έ ݑາϠၗᘹఙ͕̚
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1995 Stinky River Lover Corner Culture Gallery Tainan

My Mother is from Tainan
Tang Huang-chen

Before the performance

1994 Feminist Power New Phase Space Tainan

Sheets of paper are first soaked in
sugar water and then left to dry
Bench originally
provided in the
exhibition area for
visitor use

Wei Sheng sugar cubes
The artist sits on the left hand bench, folding the paper into
boats. Each completed boat is dropped through the gap between
the wooden strips that make up the bench. The artist then moves
to the right hand bench, where she takes a Wei Sheng sugar cube
from under it, placing it on top of the right hand bench. This
action is repeated one-for-one until the original material has
been used up.

After the performance

Huang-chen Tang,
April 1994, Tainan
Performance location
Rest bench area
Pillar
Entrance

Sugar once occupied large areas of land
and paper boats remind us of childhood
games whilst having a transitional
meaning (movement from one space to
another).
The whole exhibition is in effect about
finding a new land, in much the same way
Cheng Cheng-kung landed in Taiwan, and
this relates specifically to the relationship
between time and space.
The individual cubes of sugar are built
into a structure that reminds one of both a
fortress and a maze. The fortress perhaps
symbolizes a city wall or Tainan, whilst
the maze through a series of connected
patterns extends infinitely. As visitors
enter the maze a series of memories are
triggered.
The artist uses paper folded into boats to
remember, and as part of a vigorous
search for clues. In addition, the process
involved in creating the boats or the act of
lining them up as if in an old canal, is a
way of supplementing memories,
symbolizing the loss of memory and a
strong desire to restore what has been lost.
Arranging paper boats along a street is, in
and of itself, an act of will and
determination, repeating the same act ad
infinitum. At unsuitable times it becomes
an act of absurdity. By arranging the boats
a series of actions are constantly repeated.
Each act of repetition becomes part of the
past, though the phenomena and condition
of repetition continue to exist. As time is
repeated in this way space also changes,
and time and space are of course the basic
latitude and longitude framework that
underpin human existence.

1997 έ៉྅ཉᘹఙणĞ̂гݱξϹᜩğ လཌྷξડ လཌྷξϲ̼͕͛̚

дέ៉လཌྷ
21І͗γ۞྅ཉԆјѨ౹ᓝ۞јΑ

؈ள۞ᔳ
ԧࣇࢵАপҾڦຍז഼࠱ࠡĄͽໂᖎ
ಏҭߏஎᘹఙّ۞͘ڱĂܲүݡ
ᅅ࠳͔ݒˠˢ౼۞γᄻĄϡ៊৮ಛᖒ
Ğѣ˘࣎Ξͽซˢ۞ܝğдݱξ̚۞
ܜတăഎ̄Ą̳ி۞۩มᒠॡᖼ̼
јռˠ۞۩มĄ؈ள۞ણᄃĂ؈ள۞
ᔳĄ༊Ұӱдֱ֤എ̄˯ࢬ၆࿅ྮ
۰۞ீЍĂՀΐஎ˞ᛢજ۞О
෪Ą
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1997 Installation Art inTaiwan (Landscape,city,Symphony) The city of Chia-Yi

Time: December 14,1997-January 4, 1998
Location: Chiayi City
Artist: Tang Huang-chen

a special chair to me
Game Proposals:
1. Please open and close the door after you
2. Please let me have five minutes quiet (sit down)
3. This is a special chair to me

La vie des arts (Art Life) 1997

In Chiayi, Taiwan
10 outdoor installation works complete this
successful exhibition
Bizarre Concealment
We first notice how the artist Tang Huangchen employs simple but highly artistic
methods to maintain the graceful but
attractive appearance of her work. She uses
a fence (with a gate for entrance) around a
bench and chairs in the city, transforming in
an instant public space into private space.
This constitutes bizarre participation and
concealment. When you sit down on one of
these seats and face the stares of passersby
one is made even more aware of the
impression being made.
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1998 Ұᄲ ԧ έΔξϲ࡚ఙᐡ ̋ආֈሄ͕̚

έΔTaipei

઼ڱFrance

1998 Ұᄲ ԧ ͐ጌ οڗٽ༊ᘹఙ͕̈́̚μҹ˧̍ᇄ

έΔTaipei

઼ڱFrance

Au Boulot ˯̍ Ɵ A Short Rest Ѓि 1998
ᓏࢰ྅ཉ ኑЪಫՄ

ĶҰᄲԧķ۞णᜓᗟĂ˵ГѨགྷϤᘹఙ
छͽ۩࣎มͽ̈́ІүݡĂϡ̙Т۞ᄬ֏Ă̢ྃ۞Щ
ٙӔனĄĞQ/T/˘Іү͛ڱͽݡЩࠎ˯̍Ă˘Іү͛ࡻͽݡЩࠎЃिͯגğ
࣎ᘀ̂۞ϨҒοᛗߏ˘࣎ѣкࢦ෪ᇈ۞ۏវĄд࣎ҁᖞ۞μҹ˧̍ᇄĂ
ιણߌӘ˘͇̍̚ү۞ࢋॡגĄཉٸд۞ܕܢෛᅙ၌Ăߍٸϒдອજүᜩ۞Т˘
ΪᛗĂ҃ᛗᜩᓏߏϤү۰˾̚ሀᑢ൴ĂགྷϤᐂࢰ̏གྷ࿅۞ـॡมĂֽ͔൴ॡă۩۞ᗓ̝ຏĂ
Тॡ˵೩ϯ˘၁ᅫᄮۢ˯۞मѰĂጐგд఼ᄃϹೱ۞გშྮ˯̏གྷ˩̶ღĄ

Au Boulot, 1998
Installation sonore, techniques mixtes: Gmagnétoscope,
moniteur video, cloche en bamboo et velours

Cette cloche blanche monumentale est un
objet à symboliques multiples. Dans cette
ancienne usine de chocolat, elle fait référence
aux annonces des heures essentielles de la
journée de travail. Le téléviseur plaçé à
proximité diffuse une vidéo sonore de la
cloche actionnée, dont le carillon est
prononçée par l’artiste elle -même, évoquant
au travers d’un temps déja vécu ou passé,
une distance spatio-temporelle mais aussi un
décalage de compréhension costant malgré la
globalisation intensive des réseaux
d’échanges et de communication. Cette
question suscitée par l’allocution.
“Tu parles/ j’écoute” est encore envisagée
par l’artiste dans la relation entre les deux
espaces et les deux oeuvres qu’elle présente,
dont les titres sont complémentaires, et le
choix de deux langues différentes.
(l’autre oeuvre s’appelle: A Short Rest, Intallation sonore,
techniques mixtes)
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1998 You Talk/ I Listen Taipei Fine Arts Museum & Taipei Municipal Children's Recreation Center Taipei

έΔTaipei

઼ڱFrance

1998 You Talk/ I Listen The Chocolate Mill & Bouisson Center of Contemporary Art Paris

έΔTaipei

઼ڱFrance

Au Boulot (Going to Work) 1998
Sound installation mixed media, tape recorder, television monitor,
bell made of cloth

The large white Bell is an object heavy in
symbolism. In this old chocolate factory it
relates to important times in the working day.
The television set nearby shows an image of the
same bell ringing, with the artist pretending the
sound is coming from her own mouth. In
recording this past time, the sense of distance
when it is played also reminds us of differences
in comprehension, even though channels of
communication and exchange are already so
prevalent. The exhibition theme in "You Speak, I
listen" involves the artist using two spaces and
two works, but different languages to
complement each other (P.S one work in French is entitled
"Going to Work" the other in English is called "A Short Rest").
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1999-2000 ኑᇴ̮۞ෛ Δִ ઼࡚̚ఙᐡ ฯ ࡚̋ఙᐡ έΔ ઼ϲ።Ϋ౾ۏᐡ າѻ Ϲ఼̂ጯ

ΔִBeijing

έΔTaipei
າѻHsinchu
ฯKaoshung

Δִ̝ҖĞԧΝॠҖǵğ
ిޘϖ̙ઃͤ۞ૺ୕ĂॠҖĂயϠ˞ߙؕΨԧਜ਼۞ԣຏĄॠҖҖࠎ۞̚ϠѣĂপؠ
ϫ۞۞ؼ᭸Ă̷ˢՏ˘࣎ଂࣹ྆ౌΞͽฟؕĂଂࣹ྆ౌΞͽᇶઃ۞ͅᖬĄΔִ̝ҖߏԧࢵޘĶ݈
ـķ઼̚Ă࠻̙࠻֍ࠤᆃĉۢࠤᆃĉۢᄃҖ֍тңᏰᙊĉĶᄮۢķࠤᆃĂٕΪߏ̙ᕝĶॠҖķ
۞ૺ୕Ą

1999 ԧΝॠҖ I am going traveling Je fais un voyageԧΝॠҖĞIIğ έΔ ᒖֲAVEDA ݡྕݑ३̰ ظസࡻڌρ༴
έ̚ ྕݡ३ ظฯ COSAᘊᕢЩ ظέ ڌέڌᆐဥ
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1999-2000 Contemporary Art in Taiwan, 1988-1999 Visions of Pluralism Beijing Museum of Art Beijing
Mountain Museum Kaoshung National Museum of History Taipei Chiao Tung University Shin-Ju
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ΔִBeijing

έΔTaipei
າѻHsinchu
ฯKaoshung

I Am Going traveling ESLITE Book Store, AVEDA Cosmetics Shop, COSA Furniture Shop,
Tai-Dong Theater Taipei Taichung Kaoshung Tai-Dong
I AM GOING TRAVELING

For me mans desire to
communicate with the
other is a curiosity, an
investigation of the
unknown, a form of
adaptation. Today the technology of
communication accelerated at a
speed unknown before has brought
communication to a new level of complexity. Due to
the condensation of time and space this complex
network of communication has created a multi-faceted
parking structure which we must travel through on a
daily bases.
To begin with, we must have an address, number, or
code that must be registered or entered to allow for our
mobility. Perhaps as we are facing the on coming
traffic we receive a connection that is a wrong number
all the while the person whom is actually trying to
reach you has just past over head on the next level
above. In order to ensure access to this network of
communication mobility and travel is mandatory to the
registered and coded bringing about this dynamic
situation.
My project proposes a multitude of voyages. First, the

During my voyage perhaps I might mail the audience a
picture post card of the landscape indicating where I
am, or just the name of a place, or an image via
videophone.

curious audience under the situation that I have
constructed may begin by making a telephone call.
Once the number is dialed the audience has already left
behind his original path and entered into the itinerary
established by this project.

I will always be interested in the attitude of people, the
most banal and simple attitudes that they assume and
their intentions. Perhaps when you assume these
attitudes reflexively you might gain some insight into

Second, when the connection is made my image will
appear on the screen announcing a list of destinations
comprising a map. In his or her stationary position in
front of the screen the audience has already started his
voyage into this network.
Third, during the period of the proposed exhibition I
will travel from Taipei, Taichung, Kaoshung, and Tai
Dong. Stopping at each destination to receive the
phone calls from the audience.

I Am Going Traveling, Je Fais Un Voyage, Please call
(07) 7274139 (Nov 30-Dec 13)
(089) 359149 (Dec 14-Dec 27)
Operational Instructions:
Life up the telephone receiver and dial (make sure you
have checked the date first)
After the call has been picked up, wait until you hear the
sound of two keys being pressed
Press the “# ” key on your phone followed by the “0”
Watch the television screen, there should be a response
within ten seconds
When the call ends hang up the phone
(Did you find the viewer card I left for you?)

Four, if a call is made from Taipei to Taichung the
transmission of the announcement of destinations in
Taichung will be interrupted. While Taipei enters into
this network and begins to travel Taichung's voyage is
interrupted. This chance encounter of a roaming public
and that of a private itinerary creates both connections
and interruptions.
My project raises questions such as; what kind of
imaginary or rational map is this network constructed
of the points of destinations from my itinerary? What
kind of travel do we do with our must everyday forms
of communication, e-mail, fax, and telephone?

SITES EXHIBITION

Ɣ Ɣ ƔƔ

1999

AVEDA Cosmetics Shop
Nov 6-29, 1999
1F, No 337, Section 3,
Nanking East Rd. Taipei City

Ɣ

ESLITE Tunan Book Store
Dec 1-27, 1999
2F, No 245, Section 1,
Tunhua South Rd. Taipei City

Viewer Card
To: (089)359149 - valid from Dec 14-27, 1999
Hualien Harbor 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Maopitou
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Luotung
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Fengpin
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Kuangfu
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Juisui
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Chimei
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Chishang
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Chulai
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Shanyuan
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Taitung
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Hsuhai
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Nanjen
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Hengchun City 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Oluanpi
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
From:
(the viewer should fill in his or her own telephone number)

Tungying Kindergarten
Nov 6-29, 1999
1F, No 3, Alley 68, Lane 285, Section 1, Neihu Rd. Taipei City
Taichung Eslite Book Store Nov 6-29, 1999
8F, No 80, Chungcheng Rd. Taichung City
COSA Furniture Shop
Nov 30-Dec 13
1F, No 370, Chungcheng Yi Rd. Kaohsiung City
Taitung Theater
Dec 14-27, 1999
2F, No 671, Section 3, Kaifeng St. Taitung City

their intentions. I hope my project will bring about an
opportunity for the audience to reflex on these
intentions.

2000 ˼ᒩϿ఼ᅌྼ ԧΝॠҖĞIIIğ έΔ Ͽ఼̳

2001 ፗࠟሬᄃქ ڽΐो̂ᄃέ៉Ϲ߹ण έΔ ර̋ᘹ͛পડ4ాഏࣗऱ
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2000 IT Vacation IT Park Gallery Taipei
IT Vacation (I Am Going Traveling III)
Tang Huang-chen Solo Exhibition
Location: IT Park Gallery
Time: Feb 19-March 18, 2000
Those who like to travel tend to have an innate ability to roam in
places that were not intended for that purpose. These individuals
have a playful disposition and distinctive vision that allows them to
link together in their minds things with no apparent relationship and
to find some rational human imperative that makes roaming
necessary. Of course, it is best if the clues, pathways, landscapes
and atmosphere of such travel journals are filled with a sprinkling
of the artist’s preferences, because that infuses the action with a
sense of peeking at the behavior of others whilst having them peek
right back at us.
It would be best if everyone recorded their travels on a daily basis.
Leaving, seeking, yearning, lost, rootless, courageous, free,
melancholic, indulgent, these are all words that can be used to both
praise and curse people who chooses to roam.
“IT Vacation” is clearly the arrangement of a journey – three weeks
in duration.
All the numerals, data, diaries, messages, numbers, landscape
photographs, map guides and travel videos left behind by older
travelers wait in space for the entry of new travelers and a lottery
raffle type game, allowing you to experience the unique and
boundless absurdity of a happy holiday.
When travel writings become the most popular books, cell phones
ring constantly and one has a never-ending list of E-mails, there
occurs a clash of private and public space that makes taking a
“vacation” something absolutely essential in our modern world.
January 29, 2000

Vacationing with the mind
2001 Orange Marble Taiwan- Canada Exchange Exhibition Hua-Shan Art District Taipei
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2002 ವԱݱξǶęപ˾ ฯ ֑ϩᘹ͛שપᐡ дг၁រშ৭ęವԱݱξ2Ĉwww.etat.com/citybody2/

ವԱݱξǶęപ˾ Ğ݈֏ğ

ะඕˠ--഼࠱ࠡ

ࠎ̦ᆃົѣ݈֏ĂЯࠎĂಶߏѣˠົр؈ĈݱξಶߏݱξĂاҝಶрĂᔘԱ
̦ᆃԱĉՀ˫ΐ˯࣎ᗟᅲ̂۞фீůപ˾Ąപ˾ݱξĉݱξപ˾ĉព
ѣֱˠЫⶡĂ՟ְԱĂઐઐᘹఙछϒμಶߏ˘ཏ౯тѩਠ
পኳ۞ˠᙷĄ˲ְЪநĂᘹఙ̙ϠĄ
дԧࣇ˫ฟؕ၆ݱξઇ2ޘವԱ۞ѩגĂ˘Ҝഅགྷ˘ણᄃವԱݱξǵ۞ᘹఙ
छĂԧ۞р↢̥̌ͳ̓ڈీ͵ĂҰᄲְଐѣЪந۞ĉߏˠϠЪநĂᔘߏ
Ұග˞˘࣎Ъந۞ྋᛖĂٕ۰ॲώଂᏰᙊҰ۞ྋᛖߏ̙ߏྋᛖЪநĄ
പ˾ĂϡֽЃि௺ĂϡֽϹೱఱۏĂϡֽᆧΐॠҖ۞፟ົĂϡֽซซ
Ąപ˾ߏ˘ԯஎˢ̰ౙ۞˥Ăപ˾ߏΞͽ၆ڵ႑۞ͪ൴ӑ۞ٙдĄപ
˾Ăॲώ̙ߏҰٙೡ۞˘̷ćപ˾Ϊߏԧ̚тڇႾ˘ਠ۞˘߱໐͡Ă࠻
זιಶຐ֕Ą
പ˾·ϋϹᗔ۞ԛԛҒҒĄኢߏˠĂߏఱҒĂߏఱᕢ྆χฟֽĈΔለ
౬࣌Ξਕᄃࢶപᐮ౦ᄿВ˘ވкॡĄٕ۰Ăߏ͉̂ว˭˘ᕢ̄֕ռ҃ჺ
ᜀ۞ࢴۏਙקᇴ˩֧γ̏གྷ΄ˠүယ୬ѪĄ
̙˳̝݈ܛᇆण̚ѣ˘ొүݡĂͽᇆͯͽ̈́ͯٮ࿅ТॡᄦүјߍٸĂ၆Ν࠻ᅲࠎѣĄҬͼ
˟۰ౌߏ˘ొᇆͯĄ༊̚ѣ˘၌̂۞֘ٳఱᕢ̂ܝฟĂ٪ਖ਼۞ߏ˘ቐ̄௲Ѝҗڇညߏ౯ྻΝͽ߲ঈѪ
Ж۞շ̃ҁ͌Ăٕ۰ॲώ̙ߏᆃ˘аְĄপҾ۞ߏĈଵႊ۞˘၌дᇆ֭ͯ̚՟ѣனĂజ౷˞Ą
പ˾ݱξĂݱξപ˾ĂЪந̖؈َćᄲ̙Ъந˵ޝ؈َĄҰᄮࠎέ៉ߏ࣎പ˾ĉߏ̚৭ĉߏफᑎĉ઼
छĉᅳ˿۞ሗมĉ֤ฯപĉέ̚പĉૄษപĉέݑഅߏ˘࣎പĂഭ࿅โͪ۞۞֍୕௺ڕԓ୕˿
гĂߏఈᜋ۞ѕҹ௺୕֍۞ႬᇝՒĄ֤ಶߏ˘࣎പ˾ဗĊ
ҝ˳˞ົ̙ົјࠎ˘࣎ݱξĉ
ٕ۰ኛҰ̙ࢋԯ˘̷ຐтѩব˫Ъநćߏ˘ಞะវ۞णᜓĂࣇѣ˘࣎٩෪۞ВТ൴ᕇಶߏůů
ವԱݱξǶ-പ˾Ą
ԧࣇົͽშ৭ăᇆညă͛фăྼᑚֽ̙ᕝᄃ៍ி၆ྖĄವԱ۞࿅ಶߏ˘ˠϠĂιಶညͳ̥̌ሤຑ˫
ࡴ۞҂Οன෪৽Ă˿Ғк͌ĂᒅޘĂгᕇĂᆸĂඕၹĂҖࠎĂሀёĂᄃϠѪ۞ၤ৶Ą 2/18 2002

2000 ವԱݱξǵ έΔ ݡྕݑ३ ظдг၁រშ৭ęವԱݱξĈwww.etat.com/citybody/
2. ವԱݱξĞࢍထ۞ඕၹğ
ᖼࣄϠ˧ۏጯ

1 . ವԱݱξĞቡğ ᗟ͔Ϧ
ݱξ--జฟ۞֗វ
ኽזညᜀ͢ϝ˘ᇹ۞ڌҘଂይࢬغᜨֽĂ
Ұົѣჷ̦זᆃਙҬ۞ೋгԯᐝᖼฟćְ
၁˯Ξਕॲώ՟קĄݱξజฟॡߏܧ૱
Ӵ៍Ă֤ഀ෪̙ϤҰ̙ૺ୕Ą༊ԧࢋଂ
Δ̣۞छ݈ـέΔĂೀѐֽ̙ᕝдֽаࢳ
۞ॾ̚ϫ̙ᖼ༗࠻ѱͤᄃڌസ జฟ۞֗
វĄώߏкᇴᔘߐቸ۞ქг̈́᎑ౄˬЪੰϲ
ӈజిᖇ̳۞ܜಲആೱјߏྍϴଫ۞Ѫ֎ćᇁцଭ
д˘ᙝߏາᒂྮ˘ᙝߏඊۡරງ۞ᅩᓀĂ˘ਕО
ᙋ۞ዂߏι۞ৠཐ̙ΞዏொĄ

ವԱݱξࢍထྏဦд౹ү˯ವԱΞͽᕖૺ۞̍ү͞ё
ͽ̈́̍үཏརĂЯѩυࢋ----ᜈܲѣኢ͕̚ᄃ࣎
វ౹ү̝ม۞ਕณĂֹֽࣧѣ۞ڌҘдѣຍ۞ٜក˭
࠹̢ᕖ·࡚קĄࢴᙉ̚---থܛࢬזเࠎͤĂڦຍក
જۡڳזᛡඈඈ۞ೡĂ೩ֻ˞ѣ፟םТ˯۞ధкᓑ
ຐĂ˵ֹԧ၆జЧ̶َ͘͞ҾᲤฟ۞ݱξĄᄲݱξ
ߏฟ۞֗វĂࢋݱߏ۞ξݒ՟ѣϠۏវ̚˘ᙷ
Ķࢴᙉķ۞੨౯Ĉਕૉ̙ᕝઍീனېᄃϫᇾम۞ី
ୂຏᑕጡăົͅᑕຏᑕጡࢋՐࢦາؠཌྷ۞ͅ㒝ଠטր
ͽ̈́ϖ̙ઃ۞࣒ྃГϠ۞ඕၹᖐĄϠۏវ۞
ྻүߏჟםТ۞ඕԊĂವԱݱξ˵ವՐдࢍထඕၹ
˯ઇѣड़۞ࣄᙡĄ

ݱξ--ຖใ۞֗ᇆ

ᕖૺ࠹ள---ѣ፟ຏᑕ

ཱིჍాг˭გቢౌགྷ࿅ፋវఢထ۞Ᏹ̳̂ሁડ̰ࣣ
ᔘஂஂ˘ि۞ഊ⅐ፘγߏᆸሁ۞ՠ֘ᆿᜠુཉ
ಞĂ˘ͯਣᏃ̚ݒӵങፘፋᆅ۞̳Ąྮࢨᆵᇃ
ϹăᜇᖒЄĂੵ˞ૄษέΔᔘѣߝ͢ـặ۵Ă
ྮд˘࣎ᘆޢچԧ۞ீ༗ಶкྯซ˘ֱ ݱξ۞ຖ
ใᖸᇆĄ

ԧࣇ౯ୢдВТгᕇण۞ઇڱĂ҃ͅЇϤણΐ
۰ дҋ̎ਕૉೠ೪۞۩มĂҋ̎ٙՙᏴ۞͞ё
ֽĶ൴ܑүݡķ
Ă൴ܑ۞ԛёᄃгந۞ۍဦԆБ̙̟
ࢨטĄΪࢋιጐณߏ˘৷ო۞౹үېၗĄଂүݡၹ
זޥјԛ۞߱ഇมĂԧࣇฟٸٙѣણᄃ۰۞̄
ܫቐ็ৌĂᝌكܓѩ̝มЧ࠹̢ԛё۞Ъᓂా
ፖăѣ፟ត̼Ą

ݱξ--ϒдᖙក۞ϩ҇
ԧࣇ۞ݱξϒԯ˯ࢬ۞˿ᖙࢬ˭זĂ҃д˯ࢬ۞˿
Ğٕ۰ᄲߏ˭ࢬᖙ˯ֽ۞˿ğ˯ΐ˿ĄΞଓݱξ̙֭
БߏਨгĂιా˘ᆸˠ۞̂ཝϩᆸаጸ˘ᆸ࿅۞ـ
ะវ֗វޘĄฟ۞֗វֹͽ݈ሢଉ۞ͅតјᘣீ
۞Ăᖙ̙۞ࢬ˭זΪрј˘̙࣎࠹̒۞ࠫĄҰ˘ᙝ
ϫ̙ᖼ༗˘ᙝ͕྆Бߏᖙក۞קĄ
ݱξ--εར۞ವԱ
ᑕፋګ۞ڼజ಼̂۞٤எᄃΐᆵĂࢦ፟˿፟
д̏ᙱᏰᙊ۞ქг˯αᛅજĂإमೀळߗᆫಶాቢ
Ԇј۞ߛள۞ࣆߍдͫࡓ۞́྆Ăೀͼঐε
۞ᅈ̋˯ܢۊͤႽ੯͞۞ܪ̄ҝшĂιࣇౌည
˘ૺ౧ᒟဦਠଂԧ۞ீ֎எणனĂԧ۞֗វࢳ֘
̄Ηঙд݈ـέΔ۞ྮ˯۩ĄವԱݱξĂᔘߏεར
۞ݱξϒШԧᇡֽĉ

ĺವԱݱξĻࢍထ

ү۰Ĉ഼࠱ࠡ

ҖજęವԱᄃဦĞTHE WAY HOMEğ
ϒϲ͞វणฟဦĂΩѣ6ૺͯĂᔛኛણᄃ۰ͯொજҌϲ͞វण
ฟဦ˯ĂଵЕຐ̝аछ̝ྮĄ֭Ϥણᄃ۰˭࣎ˠৌ၁аछ̝ྮ
۞͛фୃĄ
1. შ৭ ѣαणฟဦᄃͯĂϤ˯შ۰Ӏϡ̢જဦ็ᅍଵЕр̝
ͯĄ
2. ڌડ̳ிгᕇ Ӏϡ please help me find the way homeޏᇃӘሀ
ёĂ̳ٺிгᕇ၁гဦᄃణયĄ
3. ซˢᘹఙಞٙ ٺฟ၌̝͟Ⴢົٺಞ֭ please help me find the
way homeޏᇃӘཉ˯֗ٺᔛኛ៍ிͅᑕĄ
4.ۤડ ซˢۤડҝޏϤҝ͗ણᄃаछ̝ྮဦᄃణᐂаछ̝ྮщ
ཉۤٺડ͕֭̚Ϥү۰ٺனಞҖજᐵળ please help me find the way
home ̱˩̶ᛗ
ેҖॡมĈ9/15-11/5

͞ͅ۞˯ڱ㒝ଠט
ֱ൴۞үݡͽኢ۞͞ёᇅаĂ೩ֻ˘࣎ГѨ
ฟؕኢ۞͕̚Ąӈͽ ኢኘ үࠎ˘ ԛё˯णᜓፋ
វӔன۞͞ё ĄವԱݱξࢍထͽ ವԱݱξ үࠎણΐ
۰ВТ۞൴ᕇĄኢኘ˵ͽϤѩВТᕇ൴۞።ࠎ
ؕĄ่่ͽ˘࣎൴ᕇ˯۞࠹Ҭֽүࠎ̈́͞ͽ˯ڱኢ
˯۞८͕ĂࢋݒႽณٸЇඕፋ۞Т˘ّĂࠤҌခᐽ
Βटкᇹّ҃ͷࢦෛкᇹّ۞ඕڍĄдүݡฟؕ
ӔனഇมĂͽՏ͟ؠॡ̳ࢋࢦٺிಞٙซҖ۞ኢኘĂ
ౄಶҜٺέΔ۞˘࣎ค͕ડĄ

྅ཉĞTHE WAY HOMEğ
1. ֶፂဦ̝аᖬĂ̏གྷଵј6ࢬវणฟဦ̝Ķаछ̝ྮķͯЕ
ОֽĂ̶֭Ҿ˯ܢаᖬ۰࣎ˠৌ၁̝Ķаछ̝ྮķ۞ୃ͛фĄ
2. ߍٸனಞᐂ̝ᇆͯ
ેҖॡมĈ10./23-11/05

გ
ాତү۞ݡгநҜཉ----ડાಫវ
ాତኘኢคડ-----ѣᇆᜩ˧۞̳ிኘኢгᕇ
ాତГϠ۞ኢ----ۍᄃშྮ
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2000 City Body I, Eslite Tunnan Book Store, Taipei / ETAT Website –
www.etat.com/city body/
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City Body (Origins)
Theme Extension-City – A Body Carved Up
When we step in something that squelches under-foot like rotten papaya, it’s a natural reaction to turn away as if smelling
something unsavory, though in truth there is really no smell at all. When a city is being carved up it is often a magnificent
sight, one that we feel compelled to stare at. As I have driven from my home in Peidu in the north to Taipei, I’ve observed
over the years the way in which the bodies of Hsichih and Tunghu have been repeatedly carved up. In the beginning there
were still many green areas where people planted vegetables and traditional Taiwanese three-sided courtyard homes, but
rapidly growing high rise apartment blocks have now turned these into dead end spaces awaiting elimination. The temple to
the side of the new highway hemmed in by high-rise blocks is a solitary testament to the fact that religious brilliance cannot
be moved.
City – A Microcosm of Confusion
Beyond the recently planted but dying palm trees, in an office building complex which boasts of its carefully planned
underground piping, is a two story high scrap metal yard, an orderly park with trees amidst the wilderness. Different roads
crisscross, rise and fall without end, whether from Keelung to Taipei or to Mucha and Wuku. Having climbed to the top of a
hill these roads seem to me to as if I’ve jumped into the confused remains of a modern city.
City – Skin and Bones Mixed Together
Our city is currently in a process of upturning the land on which we live, so that the upper levels are inverted and the soil on
the surface (perhaps itself from some lower level) has still more dirt placed on top of it. Unfortunately the city is not all grassy
areas, it comes with a cerebral cortex of human memories, a layer of past collective physical warmth. By carving up the body,
places that were once familiar become an eyesore and earth that cannot be turned is transformed into some unrelated scar. On
the one hand we are captivated by the image, on the other our mind is an ocean of confusion.
City – A Lost Search
Riverbeds that need to be dredged have instead been made deeper and wider as cranes and diggers hurry about their business
on bits of almost unrecognizable green land. In the fire red light of the setting sun I see a bizarre inverted image of the yet to
be completed elevated highway. On the disappearing distant mountains climb dazzling square box homes. All of this appears
as from a bird’s eye view from the corner of my eye, as I fly from the car and float suspended in the air above the road to
Taipei. Am I searching for the city or is the lost city leaping towards me?
City Body (Project Structure)
Utilizing Biomechanics
The City Body project seeks a work style and work groups that can be creatively expanded. As a result, it is necessary to
maintain a link between an identifiable narrative center and individual innovation, so that the aesthetic of everything is
expanded as different elements are mixed together. Recipes often talk of the need to “cook on both sides until golden yellow”,
“stir until it boils,” providing many associated ideas of organic cooperation and a stark contrast with the appearance of a city
carved up by diggers. In describing the city as a carved up body what is immediately noticeable is that a city is not an organic
whole made up of recipe-like elements. In the body sensitive sensors constantly measure the distance between the current
situation and set objectives reflecting a feedback control that demands sensors are redefined and a structure based on constant
supplements and rebirth
The operation of any bio organism is the result of precise coordination. In the same way, City Body is a quest for an effective
model for the structure of the project.
We are prepared not to use a joint exhibition venue, allowing anyone who wants to take part to do so whenever convenient
and to “present work” in whatever format they decide. No restrictions will be placed on either form of expression or
geographical area. The only stipulation is that works must be as creative as possible. From the conceptualization of the work
to its taking shape we will make public the telephone number, E-mail address and FAX number of all participants, welcoming
a mixture of forms and organic change.
These issued works will be responded to through discussion, providing a point from which further debate can start. In other
words, discussion will be used as a formal way of displaying everything. The City Body project takes as a shared starting
point for all participants the search for the city. At the same time, the focus of our discussion will be the individual journeys
taken from a common origin, utilizing this same starting point as a core focus for both methodology and narration whilst
allowing maximum flexibility in conclusions, even encouraging diversity and the results it creates. When the works are
exhibited, discussion will be held at a fixed time each day in a key public location in the Taipei area.
Connecting the geographical location of different works – area media
Connecting central discussion areas-----Influential public discussion locations
Connecting reborn discussions----Publication and the Internet
All discussions that took place as a result of the City Body Project were edited and included in a published work detailing the
experience. This is not however the last word on the material, focusing instead on the inclusion of subjects likely to stimulate
still further discussion, including:
--Original Material: Manuscripts, survey diaries, segments of objects, stories and graffiti produced by participants.
Documents, records and images collected by the project coordinator.
--Data selected and used in combinations by participants to narrate their own works and individual arguments made during
discussions on the City Body Project
--Data and selected comments chosen and blended by the project coordinator to stimulate further debate.
--Data from viewers that extend subjects discussed, together with data and records that possess virtual or derivative value.

2001 City Body II – Harbor, Dog-Pig Art Café, Kaohsiung / ETAT Website www.etat.com/city body2/
City Body II – Harbor (Preface)

Tang Huang-chen

What is the point of this preface? Some people will surely ask curiously a city is a city, a place where people live what is there
to search for? On top of which we have now added the word “harbor.” Harbor city? City harbor? Some people have nothing
better to do than look for trouble and it tends to be the case that artists are exactly that sort of person. Art cannot live in a
world of reason alone.
At the same moment we were beginning our second search of the city an artist who took part in City Body I and a good friend
of mine, Mr. Wang jen-chuan, passed away suddenly, so don’t talk to me about reason. Is life based on reason or do we simply
decorate it with rational interpretations? Perhaps instead it is fundamentally impossible to differentiate whether your
interpretation is explained in a rational way or not.
Harbors are places where sea going vessels are rested, where goods are loaded and unloaded and where opportunities for
travel are multiplied, a portal for comings and going. A harbor is a dagger penetrating inland, a place from where people can
look stupefied at the oily water before them. At the same time, a harbor is not everything you have described it to be,
representing a time of military service for those in the navy and infused with the power to make people want to flee
Harbors are full of a multitude of different things and colors, whether people, goods or opened containers. Northern European
furniture might surprisingly find itself spending a lot of time with Hong Kong abalone. Perhaps under the burning hot sun a
container of smuggled food rots and is turning stomachs as far as a kilometer away.
I remember a film that was part of the Golden Horse Film Festival not long ago, both the film and the making of the film were
made into tapes and the contrast between the two was extremely interesting, almost as if both of them were films. In one scene
the doors of a large container being carried by a big rig are open and appears to be carrying a group of naked people of all
ages who seem to be on their way to the gas chamber. Though maybe that was not it at all, especially as that scene didn’t
appear in the film at all, it was cut.
Harbor city, city harbor, of course there is no rationale, but saying there isn’t is equally strange. Is Taiwan a harbor? A waystation? An island? A country? A territorial shore? In that case what about Kaohsiung, Taichung or Keelung harbors? Even
Tainan was once a harbor and the Sanpan that made it across the Taiwan Straits far looked upon a land of hope, what the
Dutch warships saw as Formosa. That is a real harbor!
Will it become a city after you live there for a while?
We plan to maintain a dialogue with the public through websites, videos, written words and games. The process of searching
is a life, just like the archeological phenomena that Wang Jen-chuan used to love so much; the earthy color, humidity, location,
layers, structure, behavior, models and the search for life and death.
2/18 2002

഼࠱ࠡ

Tang, Huang-chen

1958 ϠٺέΔ

1958
1978
1983

1978 έΔ̃रலຽ
1983 र࡚̂ఙրலຽ
1990 ͐ጌௐˣ̂ጯౄݭᘹఙրலຽ

1990

Born in Taipei
Graduated from Taipei Girls Normal College
Graduated from the Department of Fine Arts, National Taiwan Normal University
ĞB.F.A.Degree. of Fine Arts, National Taiwan Normal Universityğ
Graduated from the Department of Plastic Art, University Paris VIII
ĞB.A in Plastic Art, University Paris VIIIğ

࣎ण
1991 418ඊထ7̶ᛗ ͐ጌ / ᕇҌቢ̍үވ

Solo Exhibitions

1991 72 έΔ / Ͽ఼̳

1991
1991
1992
1994
1994
1995
1996
1996
1998
1999

1992 ԧຑҰ έΔξϲ࡚ఙᐡ
1994 โ̄ έΔ / Ͽ఼̳
1994 ୬୕1500 έΔ / ϔϠۤડ͕̚
1995 ਙګˠ έ ݑ/ ᙝห̼͛
1996 ྼொࣗऱ έΔ / ѻಛ̍үވ
1996 ݛĉ έΔ / Ͽ఼̳
1998 ݱส έ ݑ/ ࣧݭᘹఙ۩ม
1999 ԧΝॠҖ I am going traveling Je fais un voyageԧΝॠҖĞIIğ
έΔ / ᒖֲAVEDA ݡྕݑ३̰ ظസࡻڌρ༴
έ̚ / ྕݡ३ظ

ฯ / COSAᘊᕢЩظ

έ ڌ/ έڌᆐဥ

2000 ˼ᒩϿ఼ᅌྼ ԧΝॠҖĞIIIğ έΔ / Ͽ఼̳

2000
2001
2001

418 touches 7 minutes, L'space Point a la Ligne, Paris
72, IT Park Gallery, Taipei
I Love You, Taipei Fine Arts Museum
Black Box, IT Park Gallery, Taipei
Desire 1500, Ming- Sheng Community Center, Taipei
Stinky River Lover, Corner Culture Gallery, Tainan
Moving Store, Bamboo Curtain Studio, Taipei
Hom?, IT Park Gallery, Taipei
Gateway to Heaven, Prototype Art Gallery, Tainan
I am Going Traveling, Je fais un voyage, ESLITE Book Store, AVEDA Cosmetics Shop,
COSA Furniture Shop, TAITUNG Theater, Taipei, Taichung, Kaohsiung, Taitung
IT Vacation, IT Park Gallery, Taipei
Traveler. Bali, Taitung Theater and Beach, Taitung
T-ActionTheater Tang huang-chen & Shien tung-lin. Place of 4D Theatre Group, Taipei

2001 Traveller. Bali ԧΝॠҖĞǸğ έ ڌ/ ൡൢസঔᙝ̈́έڌᆐဥ
2001 T-Җᆐજಞ ഼࠱ࠡŮᔁڌှ έΔ / α۩ޘมᆐဥ

Group Exhibitons
1991
1992
1992
1993
1993

ࢋᓑण
1991 ३۞ظ྅ཉ έΔ / ݡྕݑ३ظ
1992 ଂۏវฟؕ έΔ / Ͽ఼̳
1992 ˩̱நӰ۞ຐڕ ڱ / έΔᎩϲ̼͕͛̚
1993 ֲሤങ ۏέΔ / ྕݡᘹ͛۩ม

έ̚ / Ꮇݡᘹ͕͛̚

1993 เ͛জ ഼࠱ࠡᗕˠण ᙯഭ / ઼ϲᘹఙጯੰ
1993 έ៉90ѐ៍هཏ έΔ / ႔ฮ
1993 ߹˸ᄃٸు έΔ ฯ / ܠ൪ು
1994 ᘹఙЃਆ έΔ / රՒᐷ

έ ݑ/ ൪ು

ॿ / າޏ

1994 ّ̃౹ү۞˧ณ έ ݑ/ າϠၗᘹఙ͕̚
1995 ԧ̙ۢԧഽ୕ ڕ / έΔᎩϲ̼͕͛̚
1995 ᘹఙྼᑚ ྼᑚᘹఙ έΔ / ξϲ࡚ఙᐡ
1996 Ϲ̢ࢍထ έΔ / ڌડ

ˬ ۿ/ ৱᖐᇄ

ᙯഭ / ઼ϲᘹఙጯੰ

1997 έ៉྅ཉᘹఙणĞ̂гݱξϹᜩğ လཌྷξડ / လཌྷξϲ̼͕͛̚
1997 Ͽ఼̳ξ࡚ᐡᓑण έΔξϲ࡚ఙᐡ
1998 Ұᄲ ԧ έΔ / ξϲ࡚ఙᐡ ̋ආֈሄ͕̚
͐ጌ / οڗٽ༊ᘹఙ͕̚ μҹ˧̍ᇄ
1999-2000 ኑᇴ̮۞ෛ Δִ / ઼࡚̚ఙᐡ

ฯ / ࡚̋ఙᐡ

έΔ / ઼ϲ።Ϋ౾ۏᐡ
2000 ವԱݱξǵ έΔ / ݡྕݑ३ظ

າѻ / Ϲ఼̂ጯ

дг၁រშ৭ęವԱݱξ

Installation in the Bookstore, Eslite Tunnan Book Store, Taipei
Beginning from the Object, IT Park Gallery, Taipei
Sixteen Ideas for Garbage Arrangement, Taipei County Cultural Center, Panchiao
Subtropical Plants, Eslite Vision, Taipei / Galerie Pierre, Taichung
Two Artist Exhibition (Huang Wen-hao, Tang Huang-chen), National Institute of the Arts,
Kuantu
1993 New Art, New tribes, Taiwan Art in the Nineties, Hanart TZ Gallery, Taipei
1993 Exile and Banish, Go Go Gallery, Tainan / Up Art Gallery, Taipei & Kaohsiung
1994 The Art Fallow, Howard Salon, Taipei / Shin-Wu, Taoyuan
1994 Feminist Power, New Phase Space, Tainan
1995 I didn't know... I could desire..., Taipei County Cultural Center, Panchiao
1995 Art Play, Play Art, Taipei Fine Arts Museum
1996 Inter-plan, Experiment, Interact, Taipei East District / The Textile Mill, Sanchih / National
Institute of the Arts, Kuantu
1997 Installation Art in Taiwan (Landscape, City, Symphony), Chiayi City Cultural Center
1997 IT Park Group Show, Taipei Fine Arts Museum
1998 You Talk/ I Listen, Taipei Fine Arts Museum & Taipei Municipal Children's Recreation
Center, Taipei / The Chocolate Mill & Bouisson Center of Contemporary Art, Paris
1999-2000 Contemporary Art in Taiwan, 1988-1999 Visions of Pluralism, Beijing Museum of Art,
Beijing / Mountain Museum, Kaoshung / National Museum of History, Taipei / Chiaotung
University, Hsinchu
2000 City Body I, Eslite Tunnan Book Store, Taipei / ETAT Website – www.etat.com/city body/
2001 Orange Marble - Taiwan-Canada Exchange Exhibition, Hua Shan Art District, Taipei
2001

2001 ፗࠟሬ ΐो̂ᄃέ៉Ϲ߹ण έΔ / ර̋ᘹ͛পડ4ాഏࣗऱ
2001 ᅅͷࢦ۞ዩፁ έΔ༊ᘹఙᐡฟᐡᓑण έΔ༊ᘹఙᐡ
2002 ವԱݱξǶęപ˾ ฯ / ֑ϩᘹ͛שપᐡ

дг၁រშ৭ęವԱݱξ2

2002 ྭᅳા͛Іण Җજę4͇࣎ έΔ / າሄ۩ม

2001
2002
2002

2002 ᅅͷࢦ۞ዩፁ έΔ༊ᘹఙᐡฟᐡᓑण ᔹ઼႔ ݱ/ Total࡚ఙᐡ

Publications

ү


ሕͪཟৌਣ࣫ ආ͟ಡ

Columns:

The Absurd Submarine, Childrens's Daily news
We are all Artists, Childrens's Daily news
A Song of Drawing, TEACHER CHANG Monthly
Standing at the Forefront of Perception, UNITAS litery Monthly

Books:

ĮSanhsia, Realism, Lee Mei-shuįĮCloudy Mountain, Splashed Ink, Chang Ta-

ԧࣇౌߏᘹఙछ ආ͟ಡ
৵ೡ̝ႇ ૺҁर͡Ώ
৭дຏّ۞݈ბ ᓑЪ͛ጯ
३ᚱ

The Gravity of the immaterial - Museum of Contemporary ArtĞMOCAğ, Opening Group
Exhibition, Taipei
City Body II – Harbor, Dog-Pig Art Café, Kaohsiung / ETAT Website - www.etat.com/city
body2/
Cross Discipline Document Exhibition Action-4 Days, New Paradise, Taipei
The Gravity of the immaterial - Museum of Contemporary Art, Opening Group Exhibition,
Total Museum, Seoul, South Korea

Įˬदăᆷ၁ăՂፘį
Įำ̋ăሐግăૺ̂˼į

chienįĮSunlight, Impression, Yang San-langįĮOn May 5th the Dragon Leaves

ĮวЍăО෪ăˬࢡį
Į̣̣͡ᐷͪį ฯဦ३

the Waterį, Hsiung Shih Art Books

ᖙᛌ

Į֗វ۞ຍ෪į ᅈ߹ᘹఙᐡ

Translations:ĮImages of the Human Bodyį, Yuan Liu Art Books

ᐂᇆ

ᙯٺ഼࠱ࠡ51’23”

Video:

>> Tang, Huang-Chen

886-2-2451-6350

0937-046-991

tang242@cm1.hinet.net

Regarding Tang Huang-chen, 51’23”

No. 50, Li-Ching Second St., Chi-Tu District, Kee Lung City Taiwan
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ᙯٺ഼࠱ࠡ1997-98үݡ
ڱᜋҹą᎗ֲĞFrank MUYARğ

഼࠱ࠡ۞үݡддኳયĈ
࣎ٺវّঐᏉᄃ࠹̢ᔴᛳ۞̼͛ᒖဩ̚Ă
࣎វ сҋ̎ ۞ᙯܼтңĉ
с۞ٗޏăಛ៊Ăͽ̈́ኜтĈ
࠹̢൴ड۞ෛੈྖă၆ᓾ፟Ă
˜ߏ࿅៍ி҃ቁϲ֭ͷྻүćឰ៍ி၆ҋ֗ᄃዎซˢ
Җજęͅ࠷۞ېၗĄ
࠹Тۏវ࠹Тொજ۞ซĂͽ̈́۩ٺม̚۞ҶĂֹ࢝៍ி
ࢦထҋ̎۞۩มဦᄫĂ
ࢬ၆ү˘ݡГኑᄦϠ۞ۏТॡ៍ி˘
Ķವణķ۞ྮशĄ
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